QUESTIONS
For questions about this product...

ATTENTION
Please follow your physician’s
instructions on how to use this
and any other product.

Universal Twin
Compartment
Bucket

Call us toll free at
(877) 717-5487

Visit us on the Web
www.ReBuilderMedical.com

Or email us at
help@ReBuildermedical.com

NOTE

Warranty Information

The color of the universal Twin
Compartment Bucket may be
different than in the images
shown.

All warranty claims are to be processed by the manufacturer
directly and must be accompanied by a receipt or in your
order history for proof of purchase.

(Blue footbath is shown in photos
for better resolution)

FOR WARRANTY RELATED ISSUES PLEASE CALL
BEFORE RETURNING TO REBUILDER® MEDICAL INC.
For questions concerning warranty, mechanical or
operational problems with your ReBuilder ® unit or
accessories, please call toll free 877-717-5487.
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MADE IN USA

304 - 725 - 4915
304 - 725 - 2202
636 Treeline Drive, Charles Town, WV 25414

To use the Twin-Compartment
Footbath, you will need the following
items:

Using the Universal
Twin-Compartment Bucket

A. Universal Twin-Compartment Bucket
B. ReBuilder® Electrolyte Spray
C. Universal black non-adhesive pads
(These pads will attach to the lead
wires on your ReBuilder® unit. ReBuilder sold separately.)

A.

B.

Add 1 teaspoon
of electrolyte spray
to each side of the
Twin-compartment
bucket.
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C.

Fill the bucket
with enough
lukewarm water to
reach your ankles
when you place
your feet into each
side of the bucket.
(Less water can be used if desired.)
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OPTIONAL: You may
find that a fliptop squirter lid is
more practical for
your application.
The sprayer top
that comes on the bottle can easily
be replaced by unscrewing it and
screwing the squirter lid on in its
place.

Using the nonadhesive pads,
attach them to your
lead wire. Place
one pad in each
side of the bucket.
(The pads do not
have to be touching
your feet, just the water)
The pads will likely move around
during the treatment. The pads
transfer the signal to the water and the
water transfers the signal to your feet.

If it is your first time using your
ReBuilder stimulator, no matter
which method you use for treatment,
(bucket, conductive garments, or
adhesive pads), make sure you
follow the treatment guide found in
your manual. If you have been using
your unit previously with a different
method and switching to this one,
then you can continue to use your
unit with the same time and intensity
setting you would normally use.
Attach your
lead wire to
your ReBuilder
stimulator. Turn
the stimulator on
to the appropriate
setting (see note
above).
Then just sit back and relax while the
device does the work.
When your treatment session is
finished, thoroughly dry your feet.
Rinse and clean the bucket and also
the non-adhesive pads to remove any
skin debris, or oils, and to prevent a
build-up of minerals.

